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ROMANO ČAĆIPE: HEADLINES FROM THE MARGINS

Abstract: According to the 2011 population census 16,975 Roma people live in 
Croatia, but their estimated number ranges from 30,000 to 40,000. Their manifold 
marginalization in economic, spatial and political aspects (Šućur 2000) is relected and 
partially constructed by mainstream media discourse. In such circumstances the role of 
minorities’ media is of great importance. It can facilitate inclusion and help to preserve 
the essential linguistic, cultural and identity elements (Petričušić 2010: 47), but might 
also contribute to marginalization through limited representation of the minorities and 
their identiication with a restricted number of genres and themes (Devereux 2007: 175). 
This paper studies the minority media as a public discourse frame for linguistic identity 
construction. Volumes of the Roma minority magazine Romano Čaćipe (Roma Truth) 
served as a corpus for the extraction of headlines which, as a distinct sub-genre in the 
overall media discourse (Bell 1991), are analyzed at a lexical, phraseological, semantic 
and pragmatic level. The indings indicate some of the features of minority-constructed 
discourse, as well as the nature of minority relations towards the mainstream discourse 
and, in a way, uncover a fragment of what is the Roma truth.

Key words: Roma people, Croatia, marginalization, minority magazine Romano 

Čaćipe, headlines

1. Introduction

This paper explores the minority media as a public discourse frame for linguistic 
identity construction. The aim of this study is to uncover some of the distinctive 
linguistic features of minority-constructed discourse in addition to revealing the 
nature of minority relations towards mainstream discourse. Twenty volumes of the 
Croatian Roma minority magazine Romano Čaćipe (Roma Truth) served as a corpus 
of extracted headlines which were analyzed as a distinct sub-genre at a lexical, 
semantic, phraseological and pragmatic level.

Basic information on the Roma people in Croatia is introduced, with the 
emphasis on their marginalization, especially in terms of economic, spatial, political 
and cultural aspects. Furthermore, in the theoretical part we will also explore the great 
importance the media play in the construction of Roma identity and manifestations 
or enactments of the marginalization process.
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2. Roma minority in Croatia
 

2.1. On the margins of society 

The Roma people, who are said to originate from western India, have spread all 
over the world. They form, what is called, “a stateless nation” (Riggs 1991: 456). This 
unusual nomadic nation, that has managed to keep its cultural differences despite its 
wide dispersion all over the world, makes it a completely unique nation in the entire 
world’s history (Štambuk 2000). Without any clear relationship to their parenting 
country, Roma people have managed to grow into an ethnological speciicity and 
maintain their own way of living and ethnic and cultural values in almost any 
environment, but have also managed to (partially) adjust to local economic, social 
and religious surroundings (Hrvatić 2004). 

According to the European Commission, there are between 10 million and 12 
million Roma in the EU, in candidate countries and potential candidate countries 
in the Western Balkans. Moreover, according to the 2011 population census 16,975 
Roma people live in Croatia, but their estimated number ranges from 30,000 to 
40,000. Roma people have lived in Croatia for over 600 years, and while some of the 
early settlers have completely assimilated into the local community, others, who have 
lived in isolated communities, have managed to preserve their cultural and ethnic 
identity. This phenomenon is remarkably similar to their position in Croatian society 
today. Whereas those Roma people who live in urban areas tend to assimilate, which 
apparently results in better living conditions, life in a remote, rural environment 
leads to a lesser quality of life. The latter ones, however, are more successful in 
maintaining their national identity (Hrvatić 2004). 

However, in the 21st century Roma people in Croatia have inally managed to 
establish themselves as a distinct minority with all the relevant legal rights (Hrvatić 
2004). Nevertheless, despite the legalization of their social position, the public 
and the media still consider Roma people to be extremely economically, spatially, 
politically and culturally marginalized (Šućur 2000) and incline to emphasize their 
problems and not their national identity, which includes entities like oral tradition, 
distinctive Roma music and traditional Roma vocations and crafts (Štambuk 2000). 
Partial loss or deterioration of the importance of these entities has resulted in the 
prevailing marginalization of Roma people in different areas of everyday life. 

Although Šućur (2000) explores different theories of marginalization, he 
elaborates on four of the aforementioned categories: economic, spatial, political and 
cultural marginalization. According to Šućur, the economic marginalization of Roma 
people in Croatia includes low employment rates and the prevalence of low-status 
occupations. Secondly, spatial marginalization refers to habitation on the periphery 
of urban areas and remoteness of settlements in rural areas. Furthermore, their 
political marginalization includes the irrelevance of Roma political parties and their 
representatives in all important political bodies in Croatia. Finally, their speciic way 
of life, system of values, spatial mobility, begging, Roma customs and attitudes stand 
as a hurdle on their path to assimilation into the dominant culture of Croatian society. 
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 2.2. Media and marginalization

Cottle (2000) states that the media play a signiicant role “in the public 
representation of unequal social relations and the play of cultural power”. Through 
these representations members of the media audience or readers are often invited 
“to construct a sense of who ‘we’ are in relation to who ‘we’ are not, whether as 
‘us’ and ‘them’, ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’, ‘colonizer’ and ‘colonized’, ‘citizen’ and 
‘foreigner’, ‘normal’ and ‘deviant’, ‘friend’ and ‘foe’, ‘the west’ and ‘the rest’”. 
Furthermore, Naicy (1999) notes that the media is signiicant when it comes to 
creating, maintaining and dissolving ethnic and national identities.

The crucial role of the media in the process of minority marginalization relects 
itself through either the improvement or deterioration of the picture minority groups 
hold in the dominant culture (Petričušić 2010). Commercial mainstream media 
usually aim to make proit while constantly participating in a market competition 
for readers and audience; their survival on the market depends on the number of 
the readers and the money from advertisers. This means that pieces of news are 
produced in the same way as any other product. Therefore, within a predominantly 
white society and culture, economic forces can centre ‘middle ground’ white opinion 

and interests, since this is largest market, and marginalize minority interests, voices 
and opinions (Cottle 2000). Since mainstream media are usually commercially 
oriented and not interested in minorities and their issues, even if they mention them, 
they are sometimes portrayed stereotypically. Petričušić claims that journalists play a 
decisive role in creating positive or negative public opinion towards minority groups, 
in addition to either reinforcing or challenging the stereotypes, which results in long-
term exclusion from or inclusion of minority groups into the dominant society. If the 
mainstream media lean to spreading the stereotypes, the role of the minority media 
gains in importance. 

Minority media is a concept that represents media “produced by, addressed 
to, and/or of especial interest for, ethnic minorities” (Camauër 2003). According to 
Georgiou (2002) these media address an audience that perceives itself as a speciic 
community that shares speciic ethnicity. Moreover, according to Georgiou (2002)

minority media are marked by great diversity as they may be produced by commercial, 
community or public service actors, appear in the language of minorities, the language 
of the country of settlement, or a combination of both, be information-centred, 
entertainment-centred, or a combination of both, and have an output that relates to the 
country of origin, to the local, national or diasporic context, or to all of these.

By producing their own media content, national minorities assume 
responsibility for defying the dominant media discourse of the majority culture as 
well as ighting for recognition and representation in the majority media (Župarić-
Iljić 2010). The minority media serve as the preserver of the language elements, 
minority communities, culture and identity. However, the nature of minority media 
induces the limited inluence they have on minority groups but also on the dominant 
culture. Even though Croatia partially inances the minority media, they still cannot 
provide the conditions for the true inclusion of minority groups in the dominant 
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society on their own (Petričušić 2010). One of these magazines central to the issue 
of our paper is Romano Čaćipe, published by Zagreb and Zagreb County Roma 
Association, co-inanced by the Croatian National Minorities Council and Zagreb 
City Culture Ofice.

3. Research methodology

3.1. Research objectives

Our research aims to explore the linguistic features of headlines in the Romano 

Čaćipe magazine. Due to the limited scope of the paper we do not intend to undertake 
in-depth analyses, but rather focus on its overall properties from lexical, semantic, 
phraseological and pragmatic aspects in order to obtain a general insight into how 
the Roma identity is depicted through communication that takes places through the 
headlines.

3.2. Corpus linguistics approach headlines 

When designing our research methodology, we opted for the analysis of article 
headlines from volumes of the Romano Čaćipe magazine. We were interested in the 
headlines, having in mind that this part of the media language can be classiied, and 
therefore explored, as a distinct sub-genre (Bell 1991). Generally, a headline can be 
described as an “extremely short, economical text, written in such a way as to inform 
the reader about the content of the article, while at the same time, by arousing his/
her curiosity, to persuade them to read the whole article”; its function resembling 
the function of “slogans in advertisements – that of attracting the attention and 
encouraging the potential consumer to buy the advertised product” (Silaški 2009: 
60). Due to limited space, headlines are characteristic of block language which 
“typically employs a simple clause structure often omitting ‘closed-class items of 
low information value’” (Quirk et al. 1985: 845), “i.e. words that are unnecessary 
and their omission does not affect the overall comprehensibility of the text, such as 
articles, verb to be etc.” (Šipošová 2011). 

According to Crystal (1969: 174), “the function of headlining is complex: 
headlines have to contain a clear, succinct and if possible intriguing message, to 
kindle a spark of interest in the potential reader, who, on average, is a person whose 
eye moves swiftly down a page and stops when something catches his attention”. 
Consequently, headlines target a much broader audience than the actual text of an 
article and must rely on a stock of cultural knowledge, representations and models 
of reality assumed to be widespread in the society. As Cameron (2003: 464) notes 
“identities and practices are produced from social (which is to say, collective rather 
than purely individual) resources. And the representations that circulate in a culture 
are among those collective resources”. Therefore, headlines, as such resources, 
might prove to be valid grounds for minority identity construction and are deinitely 
worth exploring.
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The corpus linguistics approach was adopted for the advantages it offers in 
terms of research scope and eficiency. Computer-mediated corpus methods enable 
the research to be conducted on larger data samples, reduce the impact of researchers’ 
subjectivity and allow for complementary utilisation of qualitative and quantitative 
analysis (Mautner 2009: 123).

3.3. Research corpus

For the purpose of this research a special corpus was designed consisting of 
headlines from Romano Čaćipe magazine. A total of 660 headlines were extracted 
from twenty volumes of magazine, published in the period from February 2007 to 
January 2013 and accessed from the online archive. The corpus includes only the 
headlines in Croatian, since they target the widest reader audience, but the magazine 
also publishes articles in English and Romani. 

3.4. Methods and instruments

The extracted headlines were analyzed from several perspectives. The lexical 
analysis was conducted with the Wordsmith 5.0 tool for corpus analysis. We explored 
the frequency and concordance of lexical tokens relevant for the Roma identity and 
the lexical manifestation of marginalization. In order to be able to draw conclusions 
of lexical features pertinent to the Roma minority, we compiled a comparable corpus 
of headlines from a mainstream media daily. The key words were then extracted 
from these two corpora and contrastively analyzed.

In the phraseological analysis the corpus was examined to search for several 
phraseological units, and the indings were qualitatively and quantitatively 
investigated. Semantic analysis included cursory exploration of the corpus with 
the aim of establishing starting semantic categories. Further on, the headlines were 
categorised accordingly. The research on the pragmatic aspect of headlines focused 
on performativity, politeness and conversational solidarity occurrences within the 
corpus.

4. Findings

4.1. Lexical analysis

For the purpose of lexical analysis of the headlines, the Wordmith Tools 5.0 
package was used. This software package is used mainly by linguists in corpus 
linguistics. It is designed to ind language patterns in a given corpora. 

Firstly, we uploaded our corpora of 660 headlines to determine word frequency. 
The results of the Wordsmith Tools module are shown in table 1.1. The analysis 
showed that although the irst word is the preposition ‘u’ (in), the second most 
frequent is ‘Roma’. It is important to emphasize that among the twenty ive most 
frequent words there are eight words with the root ‘Rom’ which represent 32 % of 
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the twenty ive most frequent words. Furthermore, among these twenty ive words, 
the word ‘prava’ (rights), ‘protiv’ (against) and ‘manjina’ (minorities) take the 17th, 

18th and the 20th place with 17, 17 and 16 occurrences respectively.

N Word Frequency %

1 U 168 4.05

2 ROMA 153 3.69

3 I 105 2.53

4 ZA 93 2.24

5 # 61 1.47

6 ROMI 58 1.40

7 NA 57 1.37

8 O 41 0.99

9 JE 36 0.87

10 ROMIMA 32 0.77

11 ROMSKE 32 0.77

12 ROME 25 0.60

13 SE 25 0.60

14 ROMSKA 21 0.51

15 ROMSKI 20 0.48

16 HRVATSKOJ 18 0.43

17 PRAVA 17 0.41

18 PROTIV 17 0.41

19 SU 17 0.41

20 MANJINA 16 0.39

21 NE 16 0.39

22 ROMSKIH 16 0.39

23 S 16 0.39

24 DA 14 0.34

25 DAN 14 0.34

table 1.1 Word frequency in the Romano Čaćipe corpus

Secondly, we used the KeyWords module for the next part of the analysis. This 
module shows words that occur unusually frequently in comparison with some kind 
of reference corpus. The reference corpus for this analysis was compiled out of the 
same number (660) of headlines from Glas Slavonije from the approximately same 
period of time. Glas Slavonije is a daily newspaper printed in 95 000 copies daily 
and the biggest newspaper publisher in the eastern part of Croatia.

The results (Table 1.2.) demonstrated that, in comparison to the other corpora, 
ive words can be extracted as keywords: ‘Roma’, ‘Romi’, ‘romske’, ‘Romima’ and 
‘Rome’. In other words, in comparison to the Glas Slavonije corpus, these ive words 
occur unusually frequently in the Romano Čaćipe corpora. Unsurprisingly, all these 
ive words have roots in word ‘Rom’. However, although the Wordsmith analysis 
extracted ive words that do not occur in Glas Slavonije, manual search showed that 
there are two occurrences of words with the ‘Rom’ root in them in Glas Slavonije, 

‘romska’ and ‘romski’. 
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N Word Frequency in Romano Čaćipe % Frequency in Glas Slavonije 

1 ROMA 153 3.69 0

2 ROMI 58 1.40 0

3 ROMSKE 32 0.77 0

4 ROMIMA 32 0.77 0

5 ROME 25 0.60 0

table 1.2 Comparison between keyword frequency in Romano Čaćipe 
and Glas Slavonije

4.2. Phraseological analysis

For the purpose of phraseological analysis, ive categories were constructed. 
Though they are more or less similar to ones in previous research in this area 
(Nesselhauf, Vinogradov, Kunin), categories have been altered to it the needs of this 
particular research, thus headlines were classiied into the following ive categories: 
1. free combination, 2. idiom, 3. set phrase, 4. altered set phrase, 5. saying/proverb. 
These are distributed as presented in Table 1.3.

The irst and the biggest group of examples are free combinations with 92.87%, 
which equals 613 headlines. This category is comprised of word combinations that 
are used in a literal sense and the restrictions on substitution are based on semantic 
grounds (similar to Nesselhauf).

Najstariji podaci o Romima na koprivničkom području
Pjesme Šemse Avdića

Headlines pertaining to the category of set phrase are the second ones with a 
frequency of 4.69% (N=31). Set phrases stand for phrasal units which usually occur 
as distinct and recognizable units in texts, however, their meaning is not opaque as 
in the case of idioms. These are very similar to collocations, however, the system of 
collocations is not as strict in Croatian as in English therefore the category itted this 
particular research better.

Pričam ti priču
Tko su građani drugog reda u BIH?
Bolje sutra za Rome
 

Altered set phrases correspond to 1.21 % (N=8) of the examples in total. 
The category is similar to the previous one, however, it includes set phrases with 
alterations which are usually made to induce puns or humour.

Male tajne velikih piromana
Ravnopravni građani specijalnog reda 

Furthermore, sayings and familiar quotations represent a little less than 1 % 
of the entire corpora with a total of 0.9% (N=6). According to OED, a saying is a 
well-known phrase or statement that expresses something about life that most people 
believe is wise and true, whereas in this categorization, a familiar statement is a 
saying that comes from literature, cinematography or any other form of culture.
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Kraljeva zlatna krletka.
Nismo svi jednaki, postoje i jednakiji
Pomozi sirotu na svoju sramotu,
Trči, Giza, trči! 

The least frequent, with only as little as a 0.3 % occurrence, are idioms. Idioms 
cover rigid word combinations while their meaning is often dificult to guess from 
the phrase itself (McKeown, Radev, 1999).

Kroz romska naselja i vjetrovi pušu drugačije 
U romskim kućama ne cvjetaju ruže. 

table 1.3 Representation of phraseological categories distribution

4.3. Semantic analysis
 

The headlines from our corpus were also examined in terms of their semantic 
features. A preliminary exploration indicated some general notions of the corpus 
content and gave us an insight into the most prominent semantic tendencies. Based 
on these notions, the headlines were divided into nine semantic categories: Human 

rights protection and civil activism, History, arts and entertainment, Roma worldwide, 
Governance and politics, Discrimination and social marginalization, Science and 
education, Finance, economy and employment, Crime news and Material hardship. 
Their distribution is presented in table 1.4.
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 The largest number of headlines (N=116) is within the category Human rights protection and 
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including reports on the public perception of Roma.  
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table 1.4 Distribution of semantic categories

The largest number of headlines (N=116) is within the category Human rights 

protection and civil activism, comprised of headlines related to the activities of 
non-governmental organisations, actions taken in order to promote and protect the 
Roma minority’s human and political rights, but also including reports on the public 
perception of Roma. 

U aktivizmu je spas
Omladinska romska inicijativa – Kakanj
I Romi obilježavaju dan nenasilja

Headlines pertaining to the categories History, arts and entertainment and 

Roma worldwide are equally frequent (N=108), and refer to content addressing the 
history of Roma people

Zašto su Romi napustili Indiju 

as well as articles describing instances of Roma culture and art.
Kad cesta krivuda - priče o ciganskoj karavani” 
Romski glazbenici nastupili s Madonnom;
whereas Roma worldwide cover news related to Roma people in other countries:
Položaj Roma u Makedoniji
»Čistka« romskih naselja u Italiji

Furthermore, 87 headlines referring to matters such as political sphere, 
elections, parliamentary representation, etc. were grouped under the category 
Governance and politics:

Izbori za saborske predstavnike nacionalnih manjina
»Picula nas je iznevjerio«, tvrde Romi iz Lukavca.

Somewhat less frequent (N=65) were headlines listed in the categories 
Discrimination and social marginalization: 
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Romi samo nominalno uključeni
Primjer namjernog onemogućavanja rada Romske Udruge

and Science and education (N=59), which denote scientiic thriving in research into 
Roma culture and Roma education policies and practice:

Jezik - ključ za proučavanje povijesti kulture Roma
Informatičko osposobljavanje romske djece i mladeži

The fewest headlines were included in the categories Finance, economy and 
employment (N=40): 

Distribucija razvojnih sredstava namijenjenih Romima
Prijam Roma u službe državne uprave

Crime news (N=39):
Slučaj ropstva u Belici
Policija uhitila skupinu krijumčara  ljudi preko granice

and, inally, in the category Material hardship (N=37), which reports on the socio-
economic impediments encountered by the Roma minority:

Kakvu vodu piju Romi u selu Barlovo blizu Kuršumlije
Romi su u recesiji od rođenja.

4.4. Pragmatic analysis

Pragmatic exploration of the Romano Čaćipe corpus was conducted at three 
levels. Firstly, the performativity of headlines was explored. We deployed Searle’s 
(1975) classiication of speech acts and categorised our indings as assertives, 
directives, commissives, expressives and declarations. 

table 1.5 Overall distribution of speech acts

 Pragmatic exploration of the Romano Čaćipe corpus was conducted at three levels. Firstly, 
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As presented in Table 1.5, the majority of identified speech acts belong to the categories of directives 
(N=39): 
 

Dođite mladi, rado vas čekamo 
Pravo je vrijeme da krenemo novim putem 

 
and expressives (N=22): 
 

Hvala premijeru Sanaderu i potpredsjednici Kosor na podršci akcije Roma 
Čestitka županice Lovrić u povodu Dana Roma 

 
There are also some occurrences of assertives (N=9) and commissives (N=7): 
 

Ja sam prvi hrvatski Rom! 
Moja su vrata otvorena svim Romima u RH 
 

but no declarations. 
 Furthermore, the headlines were analyzed in the context of Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
politeness theory, with emphasis placed on the occurrence of face threatening acts (FTAs). From the 
quantitative aspect (Table 1.6.), a total of 164 FTAs were discovered, where the majority (N=102) 
were positive FTAs and FTAs directed toward the hearer’s face (N=157). 
 

FTAs  (N) 
Negative 62 

To the Hearer 57 
To the Speaker 5 
Positive FTAs 102 
To the Hearer 100 
To the Speaker 2 

Total 164 
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As presented in table 1.5, the majority of identiied speech acts belong to the 
categories of directives (N=39):

Dođite mladi, rado vas čekamo
Pravo je vrijeme da krenemo novim putem

and expressives (N=22):

Hvala premijeru Sanaderu i potpredsjednici Kosor na podršci akcije Roma
Čestitka županice Lovrić u povodu Dana Roma

There are also some occurrences of assertives (N=9) and commissives (N=7):

Ja sam prvi hrvatski Rom!
Moja su vrata otvorena svim Romima u RH

but no declarations.
Furthermore, the headlines were analyzed in the context of Brown and 

Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory, with emphasis placed on the occurrence of face 
threatening acts (FTAs). From the quantitative aspect (table 1.6.), a total of 164 
FTAs were discovered, where the majority (N=102) were positive FTAs and FTAs 
directed toward the hearer’s face (N=157).

FTAs (N)

Negative 62

To the Hearer 57

To the Speaker 5

Positive FTAs 102
To the Hearer 100

To the Speaker 2
Total 164

table 1.6.Distribution of face-threatening acts
In the qualitative aspect, as evident from Table 1.7, negative FTAs emerge in 

10 different forms, 8 threatening the hearer and 2 threatening the speaker. The most 
frequent ones are requests and suggestions:

Obustaviti protjerivanje Roma, odmah!
Za napredak Roma trebamo ljude koji savjesno rade

NEGATIVE FTAs (N)

To the Hearer 57
Request 23

Suggestion 10

Warning 9

Invitation 6

Advice 5

Restriction 2
Praise 1

Compliment 1

To the Speaker 5

Expressing gratitude 4

Accepting apology 1

table 1.7 Distribution of negative face-threatening acts
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Positive FTAs (Table 1.8) are found in 6 different forms, 5 threatening the 
hearer and 1 threatening the speaker. These mostly include utterances of disapproval 
and criticism:

Romska lekcija za Hrvate koja nas je stajala sramote i 560 tisuća kuna
Zastupnik Kajtazi radi za sebe, a na štetu Roma.

POSITIVE FTAs (N)

To the Hearer 102
Disapproval 33

Criticism 24
Disagreement 16

Complaint 15

Boasting 11

To the Speaker 2

Confession/Apology 2

table 1.8 Distribution of negative face-threatening acts

Finally, pragmatic analysis of headlines indicated the occurrence of examples 
structured in a conversational style, which is to establish circular solidarity with 
the target audience. Namely, 8.94 % (N=59) of headlines are in the form of direct 
speech:

Striček, nemojte nam rušiti kuću!

 and 5.91 % (N=39) are interrogative utterances:
Gdje je nestalo mojih 24,000 kuna?

5. Interpretation and conclusion

Firstly, since a small-scaled corpus was used for the research, these conclusions 
are indicative only of possible general indings and open questions for further 
research. 

The irst analysis showed some interesting results. Words with the ‘Rom’ 
root make up 32% of the twenty ive most common words in this corpus, which 
conirms the primary function of the minority media, providing information about 
issues important for this particular minority group. Signiicantly, three words that 
stand out in this list are ‘prava’, ‘protiv’ and ‘manjina’, all strongly connected to 
deiance against the dominant culture. Moreover, the second part of lexical analysis 
additionally conirmed these indings. When compared to a dominant culture corpus, 
the minority corpus shows a striking difference. The use of words with the ‘Rom’ 
root in it is non-existent in the dominant, but dominates in the minority corpus. This 
once again supports the informative role of minority media.

When approaching the interpretation of the phraseological analysis, one comes 
to the conclusion that the corpus is extremely poor in a phraseological sense. One 
of the possible reasons lies in the fact that Croatian, the language of the dominant 
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culture, in which Romano Čaćipe is written, is, in fact, not the mother tongue of the 
magazine’s journalists. As the use of phraseological units depends on the speaker’s 
knowledge of the language and the respective culture and history (Olehnoviča, 
2012), this might be a case of language marginalization. In the following example, 
instead of using the expression Svakim danom sve teže, they use the expression 
Svakim danom teže. For a native speaker of Croatian, it is clear that something is 
missing. In other words, by louting the rules of phraseological use, they stand out 
of the dominant culture.

Interestingly, semantic analysis of the headlines corpus revealed that the majority 
of headlines pertain to the categories Human rights protection and civil activism, 
History, arts and entertainment and Roma worldwide, while the least frequent are 
those related to Material hardship, Crime news and Finance, the economy and 
employment. Since the Roma minority in Croatia is marginalized, primarily in terms 
of socioeconomic conditions and often is unable to access basic subsistence, it would 
be expected that majority of texts address these issues. However, that is not the case 
with Romano Čaćipe, where the majority of headlines related the realization of civil 
and political rights. Placing more importance on these topics indicates that the Roma 
minority recognizes the salience of citizenship, civil participation and activism and 
holds it as a precondition for facilitation of their social integration. Furthermore, 
many of the headlines deal with political and national governance topics and aim 
at increasing the turnout of Roma voters at the elections. Romano Čaćipe also 
indulges in sorting out the election aftermath. Lastly, the magazine headlines display 
that the Roma minority in Croatia is well aware of the necessity for international 
cooperation and networking; many of the headlines relate to the position of Roma in 
other countries and address current global news, such as the French deportation of 
Roma in 2012.

The inal part of our research brought to light the high level of performativity 
in the corpus. The majority of detected speech acts belong to directives such as 
requests, orders, suggestions and pleas, and are mostly targeted at governing and 
legal structures, rather than at wider audience of readers. This is likely due to fact 
that such structures have the policy making power and instruments and could deploy 
them to alleviate the marginalization of the Roma minority. The high frequency 
of face-threatening acts, especially those addressing the recipients’ negative face 
conirms the illocutionary and perlocutionary function of headlines; they are 
constructed in order to provoke a reaction with the recipient and prompt them to 
action. Finally, great numbers of direct speech utterances and interrogative forms 
create a conversation-like communicative context and have an engaging effect on 
the audience, increasing the circular solidarity and general salience of the article 
contents.

To summarise, the results of the corpus analyses delineate the salient role of 
minority media in informing individuals on minority issues, as well being illustrative 
of the opposition towards the dominant culture discourse. Moreover, the headlines 
from these media are indicative of some aspects of the language marginalization of 
the Roma minority members and, at the same time, retain a strong illocutionary force, 
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especially in relation to human and civil rights protection topics. In conclusion, there 
is a compelling need to conduct further research in the ield of minorities’ media 
and the socio-cultural context of their work, whereupon we propose a contrastive 
approach to the study of various minorities’ media discourse and mainstream media 
discourse, respectively.
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ROMANO ČAĆIPE: NASLOVI S MARGINA1

Rezime

Prema popisu stanovništva iz 2011. u Hrvatskoj živi 16.975 Roma, ali njihov 
procenjen broj kreće se od 30.000 do 40.000. Višestruko su marginalizovani u 
ekonomskom, prostornom i političkom aspektu (Šućur, 2000), što se delom ogleda 
i konstruira u diskursu mejnstrim medija. U takvim okolnostima uloga manjinskih 
medija je od velikog značaja. Oni mogu da olakšaju inkluziju i pomognu očuvanje 
bazičnih jezičkih i kulturnih elemenata identiteta manjine (Petričušić, 2010: 47), ali 
takođe mogu da doprinesu marginalizaciji kroz ograničenu zastupljenost manjina i 
njihovo identiikovanje sa ograničenim brojem žanrova i tema (Devereux, 2007: 175) 
. Ovaj rad proučava manjinske medije kao okvir javnog diskursa za izgradnju jezičkog 
identiteta. Sveske magazina romske manjine Romano Čaćipe (Romska istina) poslužile 
su kao korpus za pronalaženje naslova koji su, kao poseban podžanr u ukupnom 
medijskom diskursu (Bell, 1991), analizirani na leksičkoj, frazeološkoj, semantičkoj 
i pragmatičkoj osnovi. Rezultati ukazuju na neke od karakteristika diskursa koji je 
konstruisala manjina, kao i na prirodu odnosa manjinskog i mejnstrim diskursa i, na 
neki način, otkrivaju delić onoga što je romska istina.
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1 he authors are grateful to Ana Rockov (University of Novi Sad), who assisted with the localization of 
the abstract.


